A new formalism of Dose Surface Histograms for robust modeling of skin toxicity in radiation therapy.
To present a new formalism for a robust computation of Dose-Surface Histograms (DSHs) to be exploited in the analysis of surface effects in radiation induced toxicity phenomena. A new formal recipe for the DSH extraction is described. It is based on the computation of the Dose-Volume Histogram (DVH) on a 3D structure in the limit of vanishing thickness to approach the two-dimensional organ manifold. The theory is customized for the application to skin description. The derived formalism resulted in a redefinition of the generalized equivalent uniform dose (gEUD) and, accordingly, in an extension of the scope of the classical Lyman-Kutcher-Burman (LKB) Normal Tissue Complication Probability (NTCP) to a DSH-based toxicity modeling. Our approach properly fits the intrinsic 3D nature of the DSH computation issue, and guarantees the rotational invariance and the robustness of the results. The proposed formalism can be easily implemented in treatment planning systems for dose optimization and potentially paves the way to a consistent analysis of radiation-induced morbidity endpoints related to surface effects in hollow organs.